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SUMMARY
Spectrograms with a dispersion of 16.2A°/mm covering
the , .pectral range X3300 to X4900 were obtained for three
early 0 stars and three early Of stars. Detailed line
profiles of selected hydrogen and helium lines were obtained, 	 j
and equivalent widths, of nearly all visible lines were
measured. Comparison of tale spectroscopic properties between
Of stars and 0 stars suggest that Of star• have lower surface
gravities than do 0 stars. Comparison of the'li , photometric
properties confirms this suggestion. Hence, present temper-
atures scales for 05-0$ stars may possibly be in error because
they do not take into account the effect of gravity in deter-
mining spectral type. Tri addition, the spectra suggest that
atmospheric models of Of stars should take into account
spherical and hydrodynamic effects.
I
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One method of deducinj- an .approximate value of the
t emperati.re of an 0 .Aar I.- to estimate the spectral t; pk, of
tho :.tai , and t,rien u:-f , romc- temperature : • sale which relates
pectrai type t.o effective temperature. The standard system
O f	 clas-sification (Petrie 1947) uses the equivalent-
width rat!!.- W(HeT)1 140IeIland W(HI) /W(HeII)a1- opectral-type
criterla. It 1: based on the premise that with increa:.ing
tempor< ture.7 , the HeII fries appear and increase in strength,
wr:ile th(, Balmp r lines of III and the HeI lines decrease in
. , trength. Spectral types; of Of stars are also estimated in
the same way. These stars have 0-type absorption spectra
plus- emis,slon Tine; of NIII at X4634 1 X4640 -1, and sometimes
HeII at X4686. Actually, at hip;h dispersion, the spectra of
almost all 0 :-tar.. show NIII emission, so the Of designation
I.," as signed to these stars where the emission is strong enough
to be noticeable at lower dispersions.
The system of spectral classification does not take
into account possible variations in luminosity and gravity
among 0 stars), because it is generally believed that such
differences must he too small to detect or calibrate.
Underhill (1955) concluded that the range of absolute
magnitudes among 0 and Of stars obtained from m-c l photometry
is only ± Om35 about a mean magnitude, M y = -4.2. The small
range in luminosity has been interpreted as an indication
of a correspondingly small range in surface gravity, which
comes about because an O-type supergiant (in the sense of
I ,
having a log 9 <3.0) cannot exist because of the effects of
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radiation pressure. Spectroscopic observations seemed to
confirm the small range in gravity. Underhill was unable to
find any correlation between the strength of HI lines and
absolute magnitude, and she noted that this lack of correlation
is consistent with the views that (1) differences in gravity
among 0 stars are only an order of magnitude and ( 2) the shapes
of HI lines in hot stars are not primarily determined by Stark
effect, but rather by thermal Doppler effect and radiation plus
collision damping of the dispersion type (Underhill 1951).
In the past 15 years, observational and theoretical
advance:- have made possible a re-evaluation of the spectro-
scopic and photometric differences among 0 stars. First,
numerous photometric observations of 0 stars in clusters on
the UBV system have enabled more precise determinations of
absolute magnitude, and finer distinctions in M y can now be
'	 detected than were previously possible. Secondly, realistic
model atmospheres and line-broadening theories now enable a
quantitative interpretation of observed line profiles. Cal-
culations of line profiles in hot stars (e.g. Heap 1970) show
that differences In gravity less than an order of magnitude
should still be detectable. Finally, 1{ne-profile data
obtained from high-dispersion spectra (e.g. Aller and Jugaku
1969, Peterson and Scholz 1971, Buscombe 1970) now enable a
finer, more critical comparison of the spectroscopic properties
of 0 and Of stars than was possible from equivalent-width data.
This paper reports an attempt to re-evaluate differences
in the atmospheric properties among early 0 stars, and its
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maln conclusions are (1) that variations in gravity do exist
among 0 star:-, with Of stars having, the lowest gravities in
the group, and (2) that these variations may seriously affect
the relatlon:-hip between spectral type and temperature.
Sections 2 and 3 present arguments for a variation in gravity
which is great enough to affect the spectral features which
are used to estimate spectral type. Section 4 attempts to
evaluate the effect of gravity on the temperature scale of
0 and Of stars derived from spectral type.
2. SPECTROSCOPIC COMPARISONS
In order to examine the extent of spectroscopic differerces
among 0 :,tarn., high-dispersion spectrograms of three 0 stars
and three Of stars were obtained. Table I gives information
concerninfr the choice of stars. Successive columns list the
HD number, spectral type, apparent visual magnitude, the
association to which a star belongs, absolute visual magnitude,
the measure of line broadening expressed as turbulent velocity,
and references to previous :spectroscopic studies. All these
stars are 05 or 06 stars, except possibly HD 46223, which has
also been classified 04 by Morgan, Hiltner, Neff, and Garrison
(1965), on the basis of its weak HeI lines. On this basis, the
spectrum of HD 15570 should be classified as 04f since its
photographic spectrum shows no evidence of HeI.
Two pairs of stars -- HD 15570, HD 15629 and HD 46223,
HD.46150 -- belong to the same clusters of known distaiices,
so their absolute magnitudes should be good to a magnitude
and their relative I.-inosities well determined. In each pair,
one star is an 0 star v.hile the other is an Of star, so they
are useful in contrasting the spectroscopic properties of 0 and
:< 'A
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and Of stars.
All the spectrograms were obtained in November 1968 by
D. hl. Popper at the coude focus of the 120-inch telescope at
Lick Observatory. All spectra have a dispersion, D - 16.2A°/mm,
and all were widened to 0.5 mm. Calibration strips, placed on
either side of the stellar spectrum enable an intensity calih-
rc.*.i-ir l
 at any desired wavelength. The plates are baked Eastman
Kodak IIaO emulsion with a resolution of about 20 microns,
which corresponds to 0.3A° at this dispersion. Tracings of
weak lines of the comparison spectrum show that the instrumental
profile has a Gaussian shape whose half-width is O.W. This
reso^utlon is sufficient to deduce line profiles of Stark-
broadened lines, which are several angstroms wide at half-
tritens ity .
All the spectrogramo were traced with UCLA's Grant
Mark III microphotometer in a density mode. De ► -:ties of
the calibration strips and the stellar spectral profile
perpendicular to the direction of dispersion were recorded at
four wavelengths, X3600, X4100, X 4350, x4650. The background
density was recorded at the wavelength of each of the lines
measured. The level of the continuum wa-Q placed on the basis
of the best straight line through the continuum up to 50A 0 on
either side of the line in question. The long baseline was
necessary because the early members of the HI Balmer serirs
of several stars show emission wings extending out to 20A°.
The tracings were measured by an analogue-to-digital
converter and then processed by computer for conversion to
%A
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Intensity. The reduction program was developed by J. E. Ro:,s
(unpuU.) at UCLA and has been appl y d Elsewhere (e.g. Aller and
Ro. ,, :- 1967, Leckrone 1970). The processing allows for (1) any
non-uniformities perpendicular to the direction of dispersion,
and (2) the wavelength dependence of the density-intensity
relation (which I., significant) by linearly interpolating
between the two cicsest D-I curves on either side of the ll,ie
In question. Given the uncertainties in the calibration, and
In the placement of the continuum and background fog levels,
the maximum error in the measured line profiles should be of
the order of 3% of the continuum intensity.
^1 .1 Emission-Line Spectrum
Unrectified intensity tracings of the spectral region,
X4610 - X4720 are shown in Figure 1. These traces confirm
previous spectral classifications based on low-dispersion
spectrograms. Two stars, HD 15570 and HD 210839, have very
strong Of characteristics. Note that HD 15570 seems to show
weak emission of CIII X4647, X4650-1 as well as NIII and HeII
emission. The classi''ication of HD 46223 as a:, Of star is
less definite in that HeII X4686 is a strong absorption line.
The other three stars studied are definitely 0 stars.
The presence of emission lines in the spectra of the Of
stars implies that the region of formation of the lines has a
low electron density, for if the electron density were high,
collisions would bring these lines into LTE. That is to say,
the emission lines imply a low effective gravity. They do not
- 6 -
necessarily imply, however, a low surface gravity, g = GM * / Fi6
because other fectors (e.g. radiation pressure, centrifugal force)
may play a role in producing an extended, low-density atmosphere.
Additional evidence must be brought in to identify the cause of
the extended atmosphere.
The existence of a velocity gradient has been detected in
some Of stars whose spectra show HeII X4686 strongly in emission.
The emission profile in such stars often shows an asymmetry or
,-elf-reversal displaced shortward from the center of symmetry.
Tne HeII X4686 profile it the spectrum of HD 210839 show: ir-
regularities which are greater than the plate noise. Perhaps
these irregular'_tles arP actually several self-absorption features.
As supporting evidence for this interpretation, Figure 2 shows
the profile of HeII X4686 in the spectrum of HD 190429A (05f),
:showing clear -vidence of blue-shifted absorption. It should
he noted that HD 190429A waF observed earlier by Oke (1954),
and at this time, it showed no evidence of a self-reversal.
Hence, the acceleration of matter cannot be considered a steady
chenomenon. The X4686 profile in HD 15570 shows no evidence of
a self-reversal, but it is asymmetric. It would be very desirable
to find whether HD 15570 also develops indications of outgoing;
matter at certain times.
2.2 H and He Spectrum
Selection of lines for gravity indicators should emphasis:.,
those lines which are formed near the photosphere and should
therefore give a reliable Indication of the true gravity near
the photosphere rather than the effective gravity in the extended
layers of the atmosphere. The wings of the HI lines appear to
be well suited for this purpose. LTE calculations based on
i
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modern line-broadening* theorle (Gr`em 1960, 1962 9
 1967) and
realistic model atmospheres show that the--e lines are still
sensitive to gravity even in hot stars (fea 1970). For exampl(.-,
the predicted width of Hy + {{NII X4340, at a residual intensity,
a .900, in Bradley and Morton's (1969) line-blanketed models of
a 37,450° star changes from 1.8 A° when log g = 3.5 to 4.7 A°
when lof-	 = 4.0.
Selected 111, HeI and Hell line profiles of the six stars
are +own in Figures 3 through 8. Examination of the HI profiles
shows that Of :'tars have weaker Stark wings than n star. )f the
Name spectral type. (Compare Figure 3 with 4, 5 with 6, 7 with 8).
This pcint is quite important. The absorption spectrum of an Of
:tar is not identical to that of an 0 star of the same spectral
	
1
type. An Of ::tar cannot be considered simply as an 0 star wits,
a few emir: ion lines added to its spectrum.
2.3 Spectra of Heavier Elements
Equivalent widths NX ) of all visible lines are listed in
	
r
Table 2. These data show no obvious differences in the general
appearance of the metallic-line spectrum between Of stars and
i
0 stars. A possible exception is HD 210839 whose spectrum shows
numerous weak, relatively thin lanes In the UV. Identification
of these lines is difficult because most are blends and are hardly
stronrer than the noise. Additional. spectra are needed to con-
firm their presence and to identify these lines.
A summary of the measured widths at half intensity is given
In ".'able 3. The widths listed in this table are uncorrected for
Instrumental broadening, but such a correction does not signifi-
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cantly alter the value:;. The line widths are of particular
i mere t: In that the weak ab: orpt i on l 1 nes gi ve an Indication
of the velocity field.- near the photosphere, while the emission
line. E,r# , . • umahly P,iven an indication of the velocity fields
:-,omewhat further out. One rffmarkable feature in both the Of'
:ftar. ,  and the 0 stars- is that the NIII emi lion lines are some-
what broader than the weak absorption lines. This feature is
also evident from Oke's (1954) data. The spectrum of HD 54662
Is the only one studied here to show NIII X4097 essentially
unblended with the wing of Hb. This absorption line corresponds
to the next transition below the- MITI emission doublet at
)463 1 ; 9 -4G.	 Although a moderately strong line, it is still
thinner than either of the emission lines.
Taken toirether, the width:; of the ah: orpt ion i ines and the
emission line:- are consistent with the hypothesis of radial
acceleration of materiai. This hypothesis: has been suggested
by Hutching s (1968, 1970a) on the basis of visua^ spectroscopic
data, by Morton (1967), Morton, Jenkins and Brooks (1969),
Stecher (1970) and others on the basis of UV spectroscopic
data. The rocket spectra indicate that Of stars and 0 giants
are losing; mass at high velocities. It would be extremely
Interesting to know whether this holds true for early 0 stars
as well.
2.4 Discussion
The most significant difference in the spectro-
scopic properties of Of stars and 0 stars is the difference in
the hydrogen line profiles. The wings of the Balmer lines are
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much woal, •r in the Of tars than in the 0 star.­,. One inter-
pretation of this- difference is that Of :-tar- haves • lower surface
o1av1tie: than do O -tar:'. ThIF interpretation, as rioted before,
Is cono l ,! tent with calculation:- which show that these lines are
till sensitive to Stark broadening even at hi gh temperatures.
Another interpretation suggested by Underhill (1967) is
that an Of star ha: an ordinary O-type atmosphere which is
^urrounded by a shell whose emission weakens the Balmer series
of hydrogen, i.e. Of stars are the 0-type counterpart to Be
stars. This interpretation needs some clarification because
the meaning of the term, "shell st;ar," is ambiguous. The term
often connotes a star surrounded ty an envelope which is con-
centrated toward the equatorial plane of the star, and which is
supported by centrifugal forces. A few stars like HD 155806
(Buncombe 1970) or y Cas (Hutchings 1970b) seem to be ,-tyype
counterparts to Be .stars. A case could even be made that
HD 210839 is a she!1 star in this sense. The profiles of the
hydrogen absorption lines and the Of-type emI ssior lines indicate
a (possibly rotational) velocity of the order of 400 km/oec,	 4
while the widths cf the nitrogen and oxygen absorption lines in
the UV, if real, are of the order of only 1C0 to 150 km/sec,
so ti(- latter lines could be interpreted as "shell lines." ?n
addition, the irregularlty of the emission profile of He II X4686
could possibly be caused by absorption by shells movin g; at
different velocities. Underhill (1958, 1959) has suggested that
HD 188001 (08f) is a shell star, but the same observational
uncertainties hinder this interpretation as encounteoed here
with HD 210839. In addition, the low rotational velocity
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(110 km/sec) of HD 188001 (Slettebak 1956) would seem to rule
out shell formation by rotational ejection of matter. The other
two Of stars studied here have line widths corresponding 	 to
only 150 km/sec, and neither shows evidence of thin "shell lines."
In a more extensive survey, Slettebak (1956) has shown that the
widths of absorption lines of Of' stars indicate veloci ,(.1es of
the order of 150 km/sec and that about one-half of the measured
broadening should be attributed to large-scale motions such as
turbulence or convection rather than to rotation. Hence,
observational evidence suggests that Of stars, in general, are
not shell stars in the sense of being hotter counterparts to
Re or B-shell stars.
In a less restrictive sense, the term "shell star" conveys
the idea that a significant fraction of the line radiation
originates in regions far outside the photosphere, and the
0	 mechanism of support of these outer atmospheric layers is left
unspecified. In this sense, any star which has an extended
atmosphere could be considered a shell star. The interpretation
of an Of star as a shell star would still be consistent with the
interpretation of an Of star as a low-gravity object, since a
low-gravity star would presumably have an extended atmosphere
whose radiation would lead to emission edges and emission lines
in the visible region of the spectrum. Referring again to
Figures 3 through 8, we note that the cores of the HI lines in
the spectra of the Of stars are not so deep as those in the
G stars, and it is possible that the HI lines in the - f stars are
x
partially filled in by emission from an envelope, but conclusive
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proof' of shell emission would require a demonstration that
other factors are not involved in producing the shallow lines.
The case for shell emission becomes stronger when one
considers the fact that a shell surrounding are Of star is not
expected to be static. Motions on the order of 1500 km/sec
have been observed in the rocket-UV spectrum of C Puppis, an
O5f star (Morton et al 1969). At the wavelength of Hy, such
motions would affect the observed line profile up to ± 20 A°
from the line center. Hence, if a star has a shell whose
radiation includes H recombination lines, the radiation of the
shell in those lines should affect the whole absorption profile
of a Balmer line. This effect in fact, has been observed in
one star studied here, HD 46223. The HI lines are weak, and
very bread emission wings are present, especially at the lower
members of the series. Figure 9 shows the complete profile
of Hy in the spectrum of HD 46223. HD 15510 shows no evidence
of emission wings. A case could also be made for broad emi:--sion
wings flanking the HI lines in the spectra of HD 210839, but
additional spect^a are needed to confirm their presence. The
lack of pronounced Stark-broadened wings in the spectrum of
HD 46223 and HD 210839 may result from overlying shell e:.iission,
as well as low gravity.
This emission, as far as is known, is the first detection
of extreme mass motions from an examination of the visual
absorption spectrum of Of stars. However, it has been known for
some time that the emission lines of some Of stars indicate
extreme mass motions, when the profiles of these lines are
- 12 -
examined at high dispersion (Wilson 1955, 1957).
3. PHOTOMETRIC COMPARISONS
The low gravities of Of stars indicated by their spectro-
scopic properties suggest that they are evolved objects and should
therefore be more luminous then 0 stars of the same mass. Un-
fortunately, photometric detection of Of stars would be an
Impossible task at the present time. Evolutionary calculations
by Stothers (1963, 1964) show that a 30 M e star brightens by
only about one magnitude, during its course of evolution while
still in the 0-star stage. This difference in luminosity would
be partially obscured by the range in masses among 0 stars.
GO
For example, Stother's AMO
 main-sequence model is brighter than
any of the 30 14 0! models, even those representing the 0-giant
stage of a star.
In order to check the assertion that Of stars are evolved
objects, all Of stars known to belong to clusters were investi-
gated to see if, on the average, they were more luminous than
0 stars. To date, there are at least nine OB associations
containing one or more Of stars for which UBV photometric data
are available (cf. Table 4). In some cases, it is possible to
find the dis6ance tc the association and the absolute magnitudes
of the stars in the cluster. In these cases, it is possible to
show (Figure 10) that Of stars have absolute visual magnitudes
in the range, My
 = -5.5 to -7.5. Not all 0 giants are Of stars,
but at least the majority of 0 giants are Of stars, and all Of stars
are 0 giants in the sense that they are at least as bright as
any 05 star.
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The 09I star.- provide further ev idenc(- .,upport I nor th e
rprotat{on of Of	 t,ir. a: hIir) h-lumino.,it;, of .,'ect. in t},at
' , 91 .-, tar.- ail:,o . , how VIII !n eril .. ion (Wll.-.on 1957) .
	
There
ot•.-orvat icon: . , uE~b'e: t that Of .,tar.- ma;; ►.,e hotter cc)unterparts
of 09 :• ul^ ,^ r^^ I ar.^
Of t.i;-	 tar , 	 I tu1led here, two pair:- of .-tar:, belong to
';he ,ame c lu:.to-, , ..o the;; are u.•eful In contract I nk- the
lumino: itle. • of 0 and Of .,tar.- (cf. 'fable 1).
	 HD 15570 (O5f)
in1 HD 156P(a (05) t)otf; belong to Per OB1, and the Of :,tar is the
brighter of the pair, a- expected. On the other hand,
HD 4" ,)3 (O6f) and HD 4 615 0 (05), which belong*, to Mon OB 2, have
tt, : amc ab: • nl zte vi:,ual magnitude.
	 I)erhaps thesquality in
t `r1jrhtne.:, i_: due to the larrp r ma-­ .7 of HD 46150.
HEL ATIO14 OF SPi;CTkAL TYPE TO TE MP ERATU RE
The re >ult: of the preceding two	 : ection:	 :-how that an I
Of -tar and an 0 tar of the same :pectral 't y pe differ In two
respects. FirFt, an Of :,tar, c,n the average, is more luminous,
than an 0 :tar of the same spectral type. Secondly, the ab:orp-
tion line., in the -, pectrum of an Of star are weaker than those
In an 0 star of the same spectral type. These differences are
apparent from an examination of the profiles shown in Figures 3
through 8. They are also detectable from equivalent width data
given by Oke (1954), Underhill (1951), Mannino and Humblet (1.955)
and other:1 . Most likely the cause of these differences is due
to a difference in gravity between 0 and Of star:.
If this is the care, then it is necessary to reevaluate
the meaning of spectral type when applied to 0 and Of star::
t ogether. Certainly among 0 stars having the same gravity,
1A!
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spectral type is an indicator of effective temperature. Indeed,
Peterson and Scholz (1971) have shown that among 0 stars
(as distinct from Of stars), spectral type has a one-to-one cor-
relation with effective temperature as determined from ionization
equilibrium of the heavier elements. The actual values of their
T  scales must be considered tentative however, since they depend
strongly on the assumption of LTE, an assumption which is demon-
strably inEipplicable to the atmospheric region of continuum and weak
line formation (Mthalas and Auer 1970). On the other hand,
spectral type does not necessarily have a one-to-one correspondence
with effective temperature when 0 and Of stars are considered
together. 'Here it is necessary to find out to what extent gravity
as well as temperature determines spectral type.
One approach to the problem of estimating the relative
importance of temperature and gravity on spectral type is to
synthesize line spectra from modes having the same temperature
but different gravities and then `.;o find whether they would
,yield the same spectral type. 711s approach must await a detailed
calculation of the line spectrum which takes into account non-LTE
effects. In the meantime, it seems doubtful that stars having
the same temperature but different gravities would have the
same spectral type. As mentioned earlier, spectral type is estimated
from the equivalent width ratios W(HI)/W(HeII) and W(HeI)/W(HeII).
The results of the preceding sections would disqualify the ratio,
W(HI)/W(HeII), as an indicator of temperature on the grounds that
this ratio is demonstrably sensitive to luminosity and gravity. This
argument has been advanced previously by Botto and Hack (1962) and
Hack (1963). Hack therefore used only the ratio, W(HeI)/W(HeII), to
I W,!
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estimate spectral type. This ratio, however, may also be
dependent on gravity. If two stars have the same temperature
tut different gravities, they will not necessarily have the
same W(Hel)/W(HelI) ratio because (1) the ratio of the number
of ionized to netral helium atoms is dependent on electron
pressure and, hence, gravity, and (2) the ability of HeI or HeII
atoms to absorb radiation over a wide wavelength interval is
dependent on gravity (since Stark broadening is dependent on electron
pressure), and (3) deviations from LTE strengths are most probably
sensitive to gravity. It seems very unlikely that these effects
of a change in gravity would cancel and preserve the ratio
W(HeI)/W(HeII).
An alternative approach to estimating the relative effects
f
i
	 of temperature and gravity on spectral type is to find whether
0 and Of :_tars share the same relation of spectral type to
temperature. if Of stars and 0 stars of the same spectral type
have different temperatures, this difference would be evidence
that gravity plays an important role in determine; spectral type.
In order to make such a comparison, one needs estimates of
temperatures that are found without reference to the line spectrum.
At present, there are three different measurements of continuous
flux, which are used to derive effective temperature. The three
temperatures are: the Lyman continuum temperature (T Z ) derived
by Morton (1969) using a method similar to the Zanstra method;
the UV continuum temperature derived by Smith (1967) from measure-
ments of (m 1316A,-mv ) corrected for interstellar reddening; and
finally, the continuum temperature (TBaD) derived by Morton and
Adams (1968) from measurements of the Balmer discontinuity made
- 16 -
by Chalonge and Divan (1952).
	
Those 0 and Of stars whose temperatures were derived from 	 1
observations of their continuous flux and which form the basis
of recent temperature scales are listed in Table 5 according to
spectral type. Successive columns list the identification
number of the star, spectral type, and the three continuum effective
temperatures, TUV , TZ , TBaD, ao published.
The BaD temperature scale is open to two criticisms. First,
MIhala and Auer's (1970) non-LTE calculations show that the
Balmer discontinuity does not die out at high temperatures as
quickly as previously assumed from LTE calculations. They there-
fore suggest that the T BaD temperature scale should be revised
upwards to account for the smallness of the observed Balmer jump
In early 0 stars. Secondly, the Balmer jump may possibly be
t
	
	 diminished by shell emission in Of stars. Cassinelli's (1970)
extended atmosphere model of a 37,496 1 star, whose atmospheric
extent is roughly equal to the radius of curvature, shows an
emission edge at the Balmer discontinuity. Hence a small Balmer
,jump could either indicate an extended atmosphere or high temper-
ature. For these reasons, comparison of the TBaD's of Of stars
and 0 stars of the same spectral type does not seem a proper way
to answer the question whether Of stars and 0 stars share the
same spectral type-temperature relation.
Unfortunately, there are only three Of stars whose continuum
effective temperatures have been determined by other means:
BD + 60 0 2522, HD 210839, and HD 66811. Both HD 210839 (O6f) and
BD + 60 0 2522 (O7f) have a T Z = 34,000°K. This value is near the
i
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mean T 7 for 07 star, t, ut considerably lower than the mean for
06 ::tars. }iD 6 6811 = C Pup (O5f) ha.i a Tuv = 31 s 000° , which
i; confirmed by Aller, Faulkner, and Norton's (1966) spectro-
photometry in the visual region. This value' , is given high weight
in view of the recent direct detf , rmiriation of effective temper-
ature for this s°ter. Davis, Morton, Allen, and Hanbury-Brown
(1970) deduced the ; game value for its effective temperature from
measurements of its angular diameter. It therefore seems
reasonable to interpret the low effective temperature of
^ Puppis as an indication that an 05f star could very well be
cooler than an 05 star, and hence, that spectral type i^ not
simply a function of temperature but also of gravity.
5. ;'UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, both spectroscopic and photometric data indicate
a measurable intrinsic spread in gravity among 0 stars in general,
typicst
and they give evidence that the presence of emission lines A of Of
stars is a consequence of low gravity. If this interpretation
is correct, then 0 and Of stars should not be placed together
In one sequence of spectral type vs. temperature without proof
that the same sequence applies to both types of stars. Instead,
the effect of gravity on the line spectrum should be taken into
account.
Non-LTE calculations are needed to show whether the HeII
line spectrum of low-gravity stars peaks in strength at temper-
atures lower than those appropriate to high-gravity stars. In
addition, there is a strong need for a few stars to be studied
- 18 -
in detail (especially those belonging to clusters of well-known
distances) and their temperatures derived by several different
methods. Only when the effective temperatures of these few stars
are firmly established, should they be arranged in a sequence of
temperature and gravity, their line spectra studied for trends
that are ea s ily visible, and new spectral sequences for U and Of
stars established.
Since any temperature determination of an 0 or Of star
requires a comparison of the observed line flux or continuous
f	 d	 atmosphere, it is importantlux with that predicted from a model atm 	 ,	 p
the assumptions behind the model are correct. Hopefully, the
observations presented here will be useful tests for present and
future models of 0 and Of stars. Most models of 0 and Of stars
asurne a plane-parallel atmosphere which is in radiative and
hydrostatic equilibrium. Spectroscopic observations, however,
presented in Part 2 suggest that spherical and hydrodynamic
effect,- may be impertant.
This study was included as part of a Ph.D. thesis under
the guidance of Dr. L. H. Aller on a related topic (the spectra
of central stars of planetary nebulae), which was submitted Lo
the University of California at Los Angeles. I would like to
thank Dr. Aller and Dr. Edward Upton for advice and encourage-
meat. I would also like to thank Drs. D. M. Popper and H. W. Epps
for obtaining the spectrograms of the stars shown here.
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TABLE 5. Comparison of Continuum Effective Temperatures
HD, BD	 Spectral T Z	 ! Tuv	 TBaDType
	 (1.0_3-_o_KZ .	 ( 103 v	 3 oK)
Hm	 Radio-"	 g.103.0 g".104-0;
-160482  )
164794
66811
199579(4)
152723
20526 
37022(5)
500 5
42088
215835(4)
210839
+2203782
164492
227018
47839
203064
4912
1 +60 2522
36861
57	 95
50	 42
52
	
53
43
41
	 3:
38	 37
38	 36
37	 40
36
34
j 45
!	 39 39
36	 !
34
i
30 30
34 34	 j
36
05
05
05f
06
06
06n
06
06
06
06
06f
07
07
07
07
07
07
07f
08
31
31.	 35
34	 40?
31	 35
R	 i
l
29	 I
30	 33
40	 29	 33
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Captions to Figures
Figure 1. Unrectified Intensity Tracings of the Spectral Region,
X4610-X4720. Marks along the vertical axis are given
every 0.2 of the continuous intensity at X4686.
Figure 2. Unrectified Profile of HeII X4686 in HD 190429A.
This profile was reduced from a 46 A°/mm spectrogram
obtained by H.W. Epps at the Ojai Observatory of the
University of California at Los Angeles. The dis-
placed absorption feature is clearly visible on the
plate.
Figures 3 through 8. Intensity Profiles of Selected HI, HeI, HeII Lines.
Marks along the vertical axis are given every 0.1
of the continuous intensity at the line center.
Figure 9. Complete Intensity Profile of Hy in the Spectrum of HD 46223.
The profile was taken from a density tracing and
an approximate intensity scale superposed. The
solid line shows the level of the continuum.
Figure 10. Composite M y - Spectral type Diagram.
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